
Angelfire
Linda Lael Miller.

Shocked by the threat of a forced
marriage to an aging magistrate, Bliss
Stafford flees her New Zealand home. But
a chance encounter - and the barrel of her
father's pistol - wed her to Jamie
McKenna, a handsome, headstrong
rancher whose bold touch inflamed her
innocent senses. Jamie's heart was cap...

The heir
Barbara Taylor Bradford.

In 1918, 14 years after assuming control of
the family company, 33-year-old Edward
Deravenel has built it into the greatest
trading company in the world, with
business interests ranging from French
wine to Persian oil. Edward is also
blessed with the sprawling Ravenscar

estate and a son he hopes wil...

Dual image
Nora Roberts.

As "Amanda Jamison", Ariel Kirkwood suffered stoically
through the daily traumas of a popular soap opera. She was
adored by her loyal fans, as well as the real people in her
life. Booth De Witt had written his greatest script: from the

pain of a bitter marriage came a bitingly
brilliant story. Ariel...

The burglar who painted like
Mondrian
Lawrence Block.

It's not that used bookstore owner and part-time burglar
Bernie Rhodenbarr believes the less legal of his two
professions is particularly ethical. (It is, however, a rush, and

he is very good at it.) He just thinks it's
unfair to face a prison term for his

legitimate activities. After appraising the...

Now and then
Robert B. Parker.

Goddess of vengeance
by Jackie Collins.

Lucky runs a high profile casino and hotel
complex, The Keys in Vegas. Lennie, her
movie star husband, is still writing and
directing successful independent movies,
while Max, her stubborn and gorgeous
teenage daughter is about to celebrate her

18th birthday, and her son, Bobby, owns a string of hot...
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